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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on the detection of sexist hate speech against women in tweets studying for the first time the impact of gender stereotype detection on sexism classification. We propose: (1) the first dataset annotated for gender stereotype detection, (2) a new method for data augmentation based on sentence similarity with multilingual external datasets, and (3) a set of deep learning experiments first to detect gender stereotypes and then, to use this auxiliary task for sexism detection. Although the presence of stereotypes does not necessarily entail hateful content, our results show that sexism classification can definitively benefit from gender stereotype detection.

1 Introduction

Stereotypes were originally defined by (Lippmann, 1946) as “pictures in our heads”, contending that our imagination is shaped by the pictures we see. This definition explains the way in which opinions are formed and manipulated because of what we trust, that in consequence "leads to stereotypes that are hard to shake". Stereotypes provide information about what a group is like (they are descriptive), but also about why group members are the way they are (they are explanatory).

Although stereotypes can be positive or negative, these generalizations are often linked to negative attitudes towards members of certain social groups (Fiske, 1998). As such, stereotypes represent the root cause of sexism, racism and other inter-group tensions because they convey attributional information that model the way in which stereotyped social group members are being treated by others, as well as the way in which they perceive themselves.

In this paper, we focus on: (1) gender stereotypes (GS hereafter) defined by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights as "a generalised view or preconception about attributes, or characteristics that are or ought to be possessed by women and men or the roles that are or should be performed by men and women", and (2) sexist hate speech which aims according to the Council of Europe is to "humiliate or objectify women, to undervalue their skills and opinions, to destroy their reputation, to make them feel vulnerable and fearful, and to control and punish them for not following a certain behaviour".¹ In particular, as social media and web platforms have offered a large space to sexist hate speech (in France, 10% of sexist abuses come from social media (Bousquet et al., 2019)), it is important to automatically detect sexist messages and possibly to prevent the wide-spreading of GS as they may be used in sexist messages to make generalizations about women, most of the time negative (e.g., women can’t drive).

GS have been widely studied in psychology, communication studies and social science (Allport et al., 1954; Beike and Sherman, 2014; Crawford et al., 2002; Biscarrat et al., 2016). In NLP, they have been studied mainly to detect or remove gender bias in word embeddings or word association graphs (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Park et al., 2018; Madaan et al., 2018; Dev and Phillips, 2019; Du et al., 2019) as well as to identify disparity across gender in various applications like co-reference resolution (Zhao et al., 2018), sentiment analysis (Felmlee et al., 2019; Cryan et al., 2020).

In addition to GS, other types of stereotypes have been investigated, such as in the HaSpeeDe 2 shared task (Sanguinetti et al., 2020) which focused on racist stereotypes with tasks for stereotypes and hate speech detection against minority groups. Francesconi et al. (2019) conducted an error analysis on the HaSpeeDe 2018 evaluation campaign (Bosco et al., 2018) concluding that there is a significant correlation between the usage of racist stereotypes and hate speech and that the false positive rate of hateful tweets is slightly higher for tweets that also contain stereotypes. Although sim-

¹https://rm.coe.int/1680651592
ilar correlations have been observed between GS and hate speech from a psychological perspective (García-Sánchez et al., 2019), to our knowledge, no one has empirically measured the impact of GS detection for sexist hate speech classification.

In this paper, we aim to bridge the gap by proposing for the first time an approach for GS detection in tweets as well as a method to inject stereotype information to improve sexism classification. In particular, our contributions are:

(1) The first dataset annotated for GS detection. This dataset contains about 9,200 tweets in French annotated according to different stereotype aspects.

(2) A new method for data augmentation based on sentence similarity with multilingual external resources in order to extend our training dataset (cf. Section 3).

(3) A set of experiments first to detect GS (cf. Section 4) and then, to use this prediction for sexism detection (cf. Section 5). We rely on several deep learning architectures leveraging various sources of linguistic knowledge (label embeddings, generalization strategies based on both manual and automatically generated lexicons) to account for GS and the way sexist contents are expressed in language. Our results show that similarity-based data augmentation is very effective and that sexism classification can definitively benefit from GS detection, beating several strong state of the art baselines for sexist hate speech detection. These results suggest that GS detection is a task by its own that deserves to be studied, for example for educational purpose.

2 Related Work

2.1 Stereotypes in Social Sciences

Stereotypes can be useful for making quick assertions, but the reader should keep in mind that by categorizing people only based on their gender, religion, etc. one has an oversimplified view of reality, which reinforces the perceived boundaries between individuals and seemingly justifies the social implications of role differentiation and social inequality. As gender continues being seen only as a binary categorization, GS not only reflect the differences between women and men, but also impose what men and women should be and how they should behave in regards to different life aspects.

2 Haines et al. (2016) conducted a study in order to analyze to what extent GS changed over a period of 30 years (in between 1983 and 2014), with participants assessing the likeliness of gendered characteristics (such as traits, behaviours, occupations, physical characteristics) to belong to a typical man or woman. The authors did not find any indication of substantial change of basic stereotypes over time in spite of all the societal changes.

2.2 Stereotype Detection in NLP

Racist stereotypes have been extensively investigated in NLP (Fokkens et al., 2018). For example, the dataset of the HaSpecDe 2 shared task contains annotated tweets and newspaper headlines, with the main goal of identifying contents that convey hate or prejudice against a given target (immigrants, Muslims and Roma people) with an auxiliary task of determining the presence or absence of a stereotype towards that given target. Among participants, only Lavergne et al. (2020) consider the interaction between hate speech and stereotype detection by employing a multitask learning approach achieving the best scores in the competition. The presence of stereotypes against immigrants has also been annotated in Italian (Sanguinetti et al., 2018) and Spanish political debates (Sánchez-Junquera et al., 2021), the latter being annotated according to a fine-grained taxonomy to capture the positive (threats) and negative dimensions (victims) of stereotypes.

Concerning GS, there are some datasets dedicated to sexist hate speech annotated with stereotype. Among them, Parikh et al. (2019) propose a dataset which contains 13,023 accounts of sexism extracted from the Everyday Sexism Project website manually annotated with 23 labels. The annotation scheme includes two categories for GS: role stereotyping (i.e., false generalizations about certain roles being more appropriate for women) and attribute stereotyping (i.e., linking women to some physical, psychological, or behavioural qualities). Parikh et al. (2019) classify these messages using LSTM, CNN, CNN-LSTM and BERT models trained on top of several distributional representations (characters, subwords, words and sentences) along with additional linguistic features.

The Automatic Misogyny Identification (AMI) shared task at IberEval and EvalIta 2018 consisted in detecting sexist tweets and then identifying the type of sexist behaviour according to a taxonomy defined by (Anzovino et al., 2018): dis-
credit, stereotype, objectification, sexual harassment, threat of violence, dominance and derailing. Most participants used SVM models and ensemble of classifiers for both tasks with features such as n-grams and opinions (Fersini et al., 2018).

Besides shared tasks, few studies investigated GS detection. Among them, Felmlee et al. (2019) use sentiment analysis in order to examine the degree of negativity of messages that include gendered insults as well as adjectives used for reinforcing feminine stereotypes. The results show that by including insulting words that reinforce feminine stereotypes (especially references to physical characteristics) the degree of negativity of a message is significantly increased. Cryan et al. (2020) compare two methods for GS detection in job postings showing that a transformer (BERT) model outperforms a lexicon-based approach with adjectives and verbs that are potentially related to GS.

2.3 Sexist Hate Speech Detection
Waseem and Hovy (2016) provide the first corpus of tweets annotated with racism and sexism and use a logistic regression classifier with n-grams features for hate speech detection. There are also a few notable neural network techniques: LSTM (Jha and Mamidi, 2017) or CNN+GRU (Zhang and Luo, 2018). Chiril et al. (2020b) use a BERT model trained on word embeddings, linguistic features and generalization strategies to distinguish reports/denunciations of sexism from real sexist content that are directly addressed to a target.

Overall, as for stereotype detection, the work on automatic detection of sexist messages on social media is mainly supported by dedicated shared tasks that developed their own datasets, for example the AMI corpus mentioned above. These datasets (in English, Spanish and Italian) have also been used in the Multilingual Detection of Hate Speech Against Immigrants and Women in Twitter shared task at SemEval 2019 (Basile et al., 2019). Best results were obtained with an SVM model using sentence embeddings as features (Indurthi et al., 2019). Lazzardi et al. (2021) conducted a study on this corpus to understand why participants obtained low scores on the identification of the particular type of misogynous behaviour against women (among which, stereotype, dominance, etc.) showing the difficulty of this task.

From the review of the literature, it is clear that GS is an under-explored area of research and approaches to automatic detection of stereotypes are very recent (either lexicon-based or deep learning models) and mainly deal with racist stereotypes. To our knowledge, no dedicated method for sexist hate speech classification taking into account GS has been developed. In this paper, we propose the first study that investigates how to improve sexist hate speech classification by using GS detection.

3 Data
3.1 Characterizing Gender Stereotypes
According to Haut Conseil à l’Égalité, GS are schematic andglobalizing representations that attribute supposedly “natural” and “normal” characteristics (psychological traits, behaviours, social roles or activities) to women and men. Deaux and Lewis (1984) define GS as having different and independent components (i.e., trait descriptors, physical characteristics, role behaviours and occupational status). These both definitions lead us to the definition of the following 3 categories of stereotypes. Note that when a stereotype is present, it can be expressed explicitly, implicitly (i.e., one can infer a content such as ‘(all) women are...’) or it can be a denunciation/criticism of a GS.

- **Physical characteristics** are related to physical strength or aspect. For example, the message *Short hair for a girl it’s a bad idea* conveys the stereotype "Girls must have long hair".
- **Behavioural characteristics** are related to intelligence, emotions, sensibility or behaviour as in the denouncing tweet *Am I supposed to recognize myself in the "Just Fab" ad with a screaming hysterical bitch?*.
- **Activities** are activities, jobs, hobbies that are stereotypically assigned to women as in *Never marry a woman who cannot cook* which implies that a woman’s place is in the kitchen, or *no woman understands football*.

Compared to existing datasets annotated for GS, ours offers a finer characterization (e.g., 2 categories in (Parikh et al., 2019) and only 1 in AMI), while capturing major stereotypes dimensions, as proposed in gender and communication science studies (Ellemers, 2018; Crawford et al., 2002).

---

In order to better protect the privacy of the Twitter users, throughout this paper, instead of using direct quotations from the French tweets, we only provide their English translations.
3.2 Dataset for Gender Stereotype Detection

3.2.1 Stereo\textsuperscript{O}: The Original Dataset

As mentioned above, all existing datasets labelled with GS are dedicated to sexist hate speech detection and GS are considered as a form of sexism/misogyny. But a message containing a GS is not necessarily sexist and vice-versa (e.g., the message "football is not for girls": it’s over now! contains the stereotype girls cannot/must not play football but the meaning conveyed by the whole message is not sexist. That is why we decided to rely on 2 different datasets for both sexism and GS detection tasks.

To build our dataset for GS detection, we used a non-annotated subset of 9,282 French tweets from the available corpus collected by (Chiril et al., 2020a) which contains 115,000 tweets collected using: \(\text{(i)}\) a set of representative keywords: femme, fille (woman, girl), enceinte (pregnant), some activities (cuisine (cooking), football, ...), insults, etc., \(\text{(ii)}\) the names of women/men potentially victims or guilty of sexism (mainly politicians), \(\text{(iii)}\) specific hashtags to collect stories of sexism experiences (#balancetonporc, #sexisme, etc.). Given a tweet, its annotation consists in assigning it at least one of the following categories: physical characteristic, behavioural characteristic, activity and non-stereotype (the first 3 categories are not mutually exclusive). A tweet is annotated as "non-stereotype" when it does not contain a stereotype.

We hired two native French speaking annotators (one male and one female, both master’s degree students in Linguistics, Communication and Gender) who after a training stage have annotated the corpus. 1,000 tweets have been annotated by both annotators so that the inter-annotator agreement could be computed (Kappa=0.79). Among the 9,282 annotated tweets, 91.47% contain no stereotype and 8.53% contain a stereotype. This results in a highly imbalanced dataset which size is relatively the same than in other datasets (e.g., 9% of the tweets contain a GS in the AMI corpora). Since only 10% of tweets get multiple labels, we decided to keep the predominant conveyed stereotype as the gold label for the experiments. Table 1 shows the distribution of the dataset, hereafter called Stereo\textsuperscript{O}.

3.2.2 Stereo\textsuperscript{Aug}: The Augmented Dataset

The corpus being quite small, especially the stereotype class, we decided to augment the training data to counter class imbalance. There are several strategies for data augmentation among which (see (Padurariu and Breaban, 2019) for an overview): oversampling (adding instances to the minority class with replacement (bootstrapping)), weighting the data during classification, adapting the loss function of the classification model, collecting more data or generating new instances similar to the ones belonging to the minority class. To generate new data, Ray et al. (2018) and Cho et al. (2019) use paraphrase generation in the domain of Spoken Language Understanding. Chawla et al. (2002) use the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) which finds an instance similar to the one being oversampled and creates an instance that is a randomly weighted average of the original and the neighboring instance. Wei and Zou (2019) propose to extend data with simple operations: synonym replacement, random insertion, random swap, and random deletion. Hemker and Schuller (2018) use Natural Language Generation models for auto-generating new semantically similar instances based on the training data. However, the new instances with these methods may contain the same or similar words as the original instance but in a different order, which may result in generating instances that do not make sense to humans. In addition, these methods do not guarantee that the new generated instances belong to the same class as the original ones.

To avoid this, we propose a new approach for data augmentation based on sentence similarity. We use SentenceBERT, a modification of BERT that derives semantically sentence embeddings that can be compared using cosine-similarity (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019), to extend our training dataset with the most similar sentences from two sources: \(\text{(S1)}\) New tweets in French collected with a small set of keywords usually used in stereotypes about women: moche (ugly), fesses (butt), jupe (skirt), bavarde (gossipy), dévouée (devoted), infirmière (nurse), poupée (doll). These keywords are different from those used for the initial data collection; and \(\text{(S2)}\) New tweets from existing multilingual datasets annotated for stereotypes. Since there is no other available resource in French, we tried to extend our initial training corpus in two ways:
(a) Augmenting with multilingual instances annotated as stereotypes from AMI (English, Italian, Spanish) and the English sexism corpus (Parikh et al., 2019). This strategy did not lead to good results in the following experiments;

(b) Augmenting with the most similar instances to the ones labelled as stereotype in our corpus as given by SentenceBERT. To this end, we consider the aforementioned corpora, as well as (Waseem and Hovy, 2016). The dataset augmented via similarity from the English IberEval lead to best results. This is the one we use hereafter (Stereo\textsuperscript{aug}).

For both sources of augmentation (i.e., (S1) and (S2)), a threshold $T$ was set experimentally and the most similar instances from IberEval dataset and new collected tweets were automatically labelled as stereotype and added to our training dataset.\footnote{$T = 0.45$ for the IberEval dataset and $T = 0.5$ for the newly collected French data as the number of similar instances returned was higher.} \footnote{When performing the augmentation strategy for instances with multiple labels, if the same instance was retrieved for more than one category, it was not included in the augmented dataset (this is the reason why in Table 1 the number of instances in Stereo\textsuperscript{aug} for the binary classification is different than for multi-label classification).}

This allows to select similar instances in terms of vocabulary (cf. (1)) but also of syntactic patterns (cf. (2)).

(1) Initial tweet: *I admit that the kitchen is the uncontested territory of women.*

Similar English tweet ($T=0.459$): *#YesAllWomen belong in the kitchen*

(2) Initial tweet: *Why is there always a window in the kitchen? So that women can have a point of view.*

Similar English tweet ($T=0.496$): *Why do women get married in white? So they match the kitchen appliances.*

Finally, Stereo\textsuperscript{aug} is now composed of 4,891 tweets which represents an augmentation of about 45\% of the initial corpus (see distribution in Table 1). For the experiments, all new augmented instances are added to the train while the initial dataset have been divided into train (80\%) and test (20\%) sets. The test set being the same in all configurations and composed only of initial tweets from Stereo\textsuperscript{O}.

### 4 Gender Stereotype Detection

#### 4.1 Models

Our objectives are twofold: (1) Investigate the effectiveness of sentence similarity as a data augmentation strategy; (2) Identify the most appropriate deep learning architecture able to capture the linguistic characteristics of GS in short messages. To this end, we propose several models relying on different contextualized pre-trained models as input: either FlauBERT\textsuperscript{8} (Le et al., 2020) or Multilingual BERT\textsuperscript{9} (Devlin et al., 2019). The FlauBERT based models were trained on the original dataset (i.e., Stereo\textsuperscript{O}), while the multilingual BERT based models were trained on the augmented dataset (i.e., Stereo\textsuperscript{aug}). In this way, we are comparing different methods employed for stereotype detection on both the original and augmented datasets.

FlauBERT\textsubscript{base}/BERT\textsubscript{base}. These are our baselines that respectively use FlauBERT-Base Cased and BERT-Base Multilingual Cased without any additional inputs. Both models were implemented using the HuggingFace library (Wolf et al., 2019).

FlauBERT\textsubscript{lex}/BERT\textsubscript{lex}. This model is similar to FlauBERT\textsubscript{base}, but it uses focal loss (Lin et al., 2017) instead.\footnote{Note that when choosing the best BERT variant for Stereo\textsuperscript{O} we experimented with different models: multilingual BERT, CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2019) and FlauBERT. FlauBERT outperformed the other two models.} Our aim here is to compare with one of the most effective approach for handling imbalanced data (Cui et al., 2019).

FlauBERT\textsubscript{lex}/BERT\textsubscript{lex}. In order to force the classifier to learn from generalized concepts rather than words which may be rare in the corpus, we adopt several replacement combinations extending Badjatiya et al. (2017)’s and Chiril et al. (2020)’s approach. We used a publicly avail-

#### 4.2 Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereotype</th>
<th>Initial French: 792</th>
<th>New Fr: 2,241</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>physical</td>
<td>behaviour</td>
<td>activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Stereotype corpus distribution in the initial and augmented datasets.
able French lexicon comprising 130 gender stereotyped words\textsuperscript{11} that we grouped according to our 3 categories (physical characteristics, behavioural characteristics, activities) and replaced these words/expressions when present in tweets by their category. Note that only 1\% of these words overlap with the ones used to collect the initial and extended datasets. When applied on English inputs, we automatically translated the words by aligning French and English FastText word vectors (Conneau et al., 2017) and selecting the nearest neighbor in the target space.

**FlauBERT\textsubscript{ConceptNet}/BERT\textsubscript{ConceptNet}** - Instead of relying solely on manually built lists of words, we try to automatically extend them with words extracted through ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017), a multilingual knowledge graph for natural language words or phrases in their undisambiguated forms. Although similar knowledge bases exist (e.g., BabelNet (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012)), our choice is motivated by the fact that for a given word, ConceptNet is focusing on common-sense relationships to other words, as opposed to BabelNet, which focuses on dictionary definitions of words (i.e., WordNet-style synsets). In addition, ConceptNet has a larger coverage for French. Lexicon extension works as follows:\textsuperscript{12} Given a word in the French lexicon, we extend it via the relations SimilarTo and Synonym.\textsuperscript{13} For example, for bavarde (talkative), the retrieved words includes jacasse (chatter) and commère (gossip girl). After following this strategy, we obtained a total of 725 entries in French (used for FlauBERT) and 1,993 entries in French and English (used for BERT).

**FlauBERT\textsubscript{label_emb}/BERT\textsubscript{label_emb}** - Our stereotype categories being relatively informative, another way to force the classifier to infer the correct link between a given message and the GS it may evoke is to leverage additional information as given by the labels themselves. We therefore propose to use label embedding (Wang et al., 2018), a technique that embeds both class labels and the text into a joint latent space, where the model can be trained to cross-attend the inputs and labels in order to improve the model performance. Our models are similar to (Si et al., 2020) who consider the joint representation of the tweet and its corresponding class token and incorporate label embeddings into the self-attention modules. The label embeddings for the class stereotype are initialized as the average of the corresponding keyword embeddings (here, we consider the words in the lexicon as keywords representative for the class stereotype), while the label embedding for the non-stereotype class is initialized at random. For Stereo\textsuperscript{aug}, the English keywords were obtained in the same manner as for BERT\textsubscript{lex}.

### 4.2 Results and Discussion

All the proposed models have been evaluated on Stereo\textsuperscript{O} test set while the hyperparameters were tuned on the validation sets (20\% of the training dataset), such that the best validation error was produced. Stereotype detection, and GS in particular, being a new task, there is no strong state of the art models to compare with apart Sánchez-Junquera et al. (2021) and the winner system at HaSpeeDe2 by Lavergne et al. (2020) for binary stereotypes detection against immigrants and the one by Cryan et al. (2020) for binary gender bias classification in job postings. Both models are based on pre-trained contextualized embeddings which have been fine tuned on the task without accounting for any prior linguistic knowledge about GS. These models are thus similar to our FlauBERT\textsubscript{base} and BERT\textsubscript{base}.

Since current studies consider GS as a type of sexism/misogyny, we also compare with the best performing models for sexist hate speech detection: CNN\textsubscript{FastText} (Karlekar and Bansal, 2018) that uses FastText pre-trained French word vectors (with the dimension of 300), CNN-LSTM (Karlekar and Bansal, 2018; Parikh et al., 2019) based on the previous CNN model by adding an LSTM layer\textsuperscript{14} except that we used word-level embeddings instead of character/sentence-level as the results were lower, and finally, BiLSTM with attention (Parikh et al., 2019).

Table 2 presents the results for the binary GS detection task in terms of macro-averaged F-score (F), precision (P) and recall (R) with the best results presented in bold. We observe that best baselines are without surprise FlauBERT\textsubscript{base} and BERT\textsubscript{base} and more importantly, that data augmentation via sentence similarity as given by SentenceBERT is very effective. Indeed, the model trained on Stereo\textsuperscript{aug} achieves better results.

\textsuperscript{11}http://bit.ly/FrenchSexism
\textsuperscript{12}We also tried extending these lexicons by selecting only three seed words from each of the lexicon’s categories, however we noticed that the results tend to decrease.
\textsuperscript{13}Extension via RelatedTo was not conclusive.
\textsuperscript{14}We also experimented with GRU following (Zhang and Luo, 2018), but the results were not conclusive.
than the one trained on $\text{Stereo}^O$, outperforming FlauBERT$_L$ base, the model designed to handle class imbalance in the original dataset. Another important finding is that all the models that incorporate GS knowledge improve over the baselines, the best strategy being the one based on ConceptNet. Also, the results for label embeddings are close to the one based on manual lexicon of GS. These results suggest that in the absence of a lexicon, label embeddings could be a valid strategy.

Overall, we can conclude that coupling GS information as encoded in external lexicons (either manually built or extended) with contextualized representation of words is a good strategy, enabling the classifier to learn from generalized concepts rather than words themselves. However, even if this strategy relies on a manual list of seed words in a given language, we show that it is generic enough since it is both (a) language independent thanks to knowledge graphs such as ConceptNet that was able to capture word similarity in a multilingual context, and (b) target independent and transferable to other languages because lists of representative stereotype words targeting other social groups can be easily built by automatically extending existing compiled lists proposed in the literature (e.g., (Garg et al., 2018) for ethnic stereotypes and HurtLex (Bassignana et al., 2018) for negative stereotypes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFIER</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td>0.624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN+LSTM‡</td>
<td>0.572</td>
<td>0.622</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BiLSTM (attention)‡</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlauBERT$_{base}$†</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlauBERT$_{base}$</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT$_{base}$†</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlauBERT$_{lex}$</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.699</td>
<td>0.683</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERT$_{lex}$</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.718</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlauBERTConceptNet</td>
<td>0.711</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTConceptNet</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FlauBERTlabel embeddings</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.682</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTlabel embeddings</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.717</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for the most productive strategies for binary classification. ‡: baseline models.

The macro F-scores per class as given by our best model BERT$_{ConceptNet}$ are 0.725 for Activity, 0.693 for Physical and 0.583 for Behaviour, while the macro score for 4 classes classification including the non stereotype is 0.510. A manual error analysis shows that misclassification cases are due to 2 main factors: the presence of a GS along with its contrary (denouncing tweets) leading to false negatives (58% of misclassifications) as in (3), and the presence of many words designating or describing women along with words usually used in GS leading to false positives as in (4).

(3) Justin Trudeau is shirtless: he breaks the rules. A woman wears a short dress: it’s unbearable. In France, women have the right to dress as they want.

(4) I don’t understand people who support several clubs. You love only one woman, you have only one mother. It’s the same for football, you love only one club.

5 GS for Sexist Hate Speech Detection

5.1 Models

We aim to show how GS prediction (considered as an auxiliary task) can be used for sexism detection (the main task). To this end, we used the only available resource in French from (Chiril et al., 2020a): 11,834 tweets annotated with the sexist tag if the tweet conveys a sexist content and non-sexist if not, the distribution being 34.2% for the positive class and 65.80% for the negative one. 20% of the data has been used for testing our models. It is important to note that as there is no overlap between this dataset and the GS one, this will prevent the models for sexism detection (which will integrate stereotype prediction) to be biased.

Several strategies for injecting the stereotype information in the sexism detection task were explored, ranging from using the predictions of the best stereotype model to multitask approaches (Ruder, 2017). To this end we compare with: (1) the only existing model for French for detecting sexist hate speech (Chiril et al., 2020b), and (2) existing models that consider stereotypes as an auxiliary task to improve hate speech classification. Lavergne et al. (2020) is the only team in the recently shared task HaSpeeDe 2 that considers the interaction between hate speech towards immigrants and racial stereotype detection by employing a multitask learning approach.

BERT$_{gen}$. It takes the best model proposed in (Chiril et al., 2020b) which is based on BERT and trained on word embeddings, linguistic features (surface and opinion features) and generalization strategies (replacement of places and persons by an hypernym).

BERT$_{tag}$. It uses the predictions of the best performing model for stereotype detection (i.e., BERT$_{ConceptNet}$ trained on the augmented dataset)
for adding at the end of each tweet a tag indicating the presence of stereotypes (BERT_{tag_binary}) or the type of stereotype (BERT_{tag_type}).

MT_{Lavergne} (Lavergne et al., 2020). It is based on a BERT multitask architecture trained on a dataset annotated for both the presence of hate speech and stereotypes. However, in our case, since we rely on two different datasets (one for each task), we used the stereotype predictions of the best performing stereotype model (i.e., BERT_{ConceptNet}) to automatically label the sexism dataset with stereotype information.

AngryBERT (Awal et al., 2021). This model was specifically designed to address the problem of imbalanced datasets by jointly learning hate speech detection with emotion classification and target identification as secondary tasks. It has been shown to outperform many strong existing multitask models, including MT-DNN (Liu et al., 2019). In our case, the primary task of AngryBERT is sexism detection while the second being the detection of stereotypes. In addition to this initial configuration (AngryBERT_{base}), four models are newly proposed, depending on both (i) the number of labels to predict in the auxiliary task, and (ii) the dataset on which the generalization with hypernyms is performed. Chiril et al. (2020b) showed that on their sexism dataset the generalization strategy performs well. In addition, we observed that a similar generalization can be employed for our task with good results. Based on these observations we are analyzing whether this generalization approach should be adopted in the sexism (i.e., AngryBERT_{sexism}) or in the stereotype dataset (i.e., AngryBERT_{stereo}). In addition, as the GS dataset does not contain only instances annotated as stereotype vs. non-stereotype, but also different categories, we are analyzing whether the auxiliary task should be binary (i.e., AngryBERT²) or multiclass (i.e., AngryBERT⁴). For all the settings, the auxiliary task was trained on the augmented multilingual dataset and the generalization relies on ConcepNet, as it performed the best (cf. Section 4.2).

5.2 Results and Discussion

Table 3 presents the multitask and the baselines results. We observe that injecting stereotypes labels as given by the automatic classifier (i.e., BERT_{tag}) outperforms both MT_{Lavergne} and AngryBERT_{base} the two multitask baselines. In particular, predicting the types of stereotypes is the most productive when compared to presence identification (F-score 0.796 vs. 0.776). However, when GS information is predicted jointly with sexist labels, the results tend to decrease for all AngryBERT configurations except for AngryBERT²_{sexism} and AngryBERT⁴_{sexism} in which we performed ConcepNet generalization on the sexism dataset only. Here again, GS types are the best with an F-score of 0.827, significantly beating our strong baseline BERT_{gen} (p < 0.05 using the McNemar’s Test statistic).

A closer look into the results per class shows that AngryBERT⁴_{sexism} was able to better predict sexist content (F-score=0.805 vs. 0.773 for BERT_{gen}). This suggests that GS information is definitively helpful for sexist content detection when it is injected as additional knowledge on top of the primary task.

An error analysis shows that 59% of misclassified instances are false negatives (sexist tweets detected as non sexist) and among them only 7% contain a GS (with a manual observation). This suggests that the majority of these sexist instances cannot benefit from the GS auxiliary task, confirming that sexist content does not necessarily entail the presence of stereotypes, as in (5).

5) Ségolène Royal is lucky, they don’t eat turkey for #ThanksGiving at the Poles! #TheSurvivorTurkey.

Among the false positives (non sexist tweets detected as sexist), 93% are predicted as non stereotype and a manual observation confirms that only 4% contain a GS. This means that the classification errors are due to the sexism classifier. When looking at these instances, we note that 57% contain hashtags usually dedicated to sexism which are misused as in (6).

6) Why isn’t there any pastry chef who puts strange food like tomato, guacamole #TopChef #BalanceTonPorc

As shown with the above examples, error classifications are often due to humor, jokes, irony or puns, meaning that accounting for these phenomena for hate speech detection is still an open problem.

Note that the distribution of keywords/hashtags is very similar in both non-sexist/non-stereotype and sexist/stereotype tweets which means that the presence of hashtags have little impact on the classification performances.  

15Note that we do not perform the generalization in both datasets as to not introduce bias.
### Table 3: Results for sexist classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASSIFIER</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BERTgen‡</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTtag_binary‡</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERTtag_type ‡</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTLavergne‡</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngryBERTbase‡</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>0.727</td>
<td>0.726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngryBERT2stereo</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>0.729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngryBERT3stereo</td>
<td>0.735</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngryBERT2sexism</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AngryBERT4sexism</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.827</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‡: baselines.

### 6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the first approach for gender stereotype detection in tweets as well as several deep learning strategies to inject appropriate knowledge about how stereotypes are expressed in language into sexism hate speech classification. Our main results are: (1) a new dataset for GS detection, (2) a method to counter class imbalance based on sentence similarity from multilingual external datasets, (3) different strategies to incorporate GS triggers as input into the learning process based on automatically extended lexicon via a multilingual knowledge graph, and finally, (4) an empirical evaluation of the positive impact of multiclass GS detection on improving hate speech against women based on multitask architectures, beating several strong state of the art baselines. Although our approach is specific to gender stereotyping, we believe it is generic enough to detect other types of stereotypes like the ones related to racism through the use of other resources (e.g., ConceptNet, BabelNet, Hurtlex, etc.), without presuming performances.

GS is an understudied problem and we believe it should not only be viewed as a type of sexism/misogyny but considered instead as an independent task to be used in other applications as well. Among them, education is a promising future direction for selecting which digital media/books are being given to children, as previous research has indicated that the stereotypes children encounter in their environment can impact their motivational dispositions and attitudes. In the future, we plan on addressing these issues, as well as developing approaches for leveraging the GS information in other datasets annotated for sexism.

**Ethical Approval.** This article does not contain any studies with human participants carried out by any of the authors. In addition, the data that was used is composed of textual content from the public domain taken from datasets publicly available to the research community. These datasets also conform to the Twitter Developer Agreement and Policy that allows unlimited distribution of the numeric identification number of each tweet. For the GS corpus, the data have been annotated with respect to certain types of stereotypical language, however, we are not making any claims about the authors of the tweets, neither share a large numbers of tweets from the same users. Additionally, if any of the users want to opt out from having their data being used for research, they can request that they be removed from the dataset by sending an email to the authors of this paper. This work offers several positive societal benefits. Sexism is a well-known problem, and countering it via automatic methods can have a big impact on people’s lives. This challenge is meant to spur innovation and encourage new developments for both sexism detection and stereotype detection which can have positive effects for an extremely wide variety of tasks and applications. With these advantages also come potential downsides.

The GS dataset is not intended to be used for collecting user information which could potentially raise ethical issues. Relying on models flagging posts as sexist/conveying stereotypes based on user statistics might be biased towards certain users which eventually could limit freedom of speech on the platform.
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